Article V 2.0: The Compact for a Balanced Budget
By Nick Dranias

Introduction

The U.S. gross federal debt is approaching $20 trillion.¹ That figure is: more than twice what was owed ($8.6 trillion) in 2006, when the junior U.S. senator from Illinois, Barack H. Obama, opposed lifting the federal debt limit;² nearly as big a percentage of the American economy (103+ percent of Gross Domestic Product) as during the height of World War II;³ and nearly $160,000 per taxpayer.⁴ And that is just the tip of the iceberg, with unfunded federal liabilities estimated at $205 trillion.⁵ The burden is daunting. But what if states could advance and ratify a powerful federal balanced budget amendment in only 12 months?

That could happen with a new approach to state-originated amendments under Article V of the United States Constitution. At the stroke of their pens on April 12 and 22, 2014, respectively, Govs. Nathan Deal⁶ and Sean Parnell⁷ formed the “Compact for a Balanced Budget” between Georgia and Alaska. Subsequently, on March 13, 2015 and April 2, 2015, respectively, Mississippi⁸ and North Dakota⁹ adopted the Compact as well. The Compact for a Balanced Budget now establishes a binding commitment to fix the national debt, spanning the nation from the Atlantic to the Pacific,¹⁰ and that commitment means business. Congress is currently considering House Concurrent Resolution 26, which could activate the Compact upon simple majority passage.¹¹ Unlike every other effort to reform Washington using the states’ Article V amendment power, the formation of the Compact for a Balanced Budget changes the political game almost immediately.

A Persistent Platform for Reform


This historic Commission is now busy unifying the states and leading the charge for fiscal reform shoulder-to-shoulder with allied legislators, citizens, and public interest groups.¹⁵ It has lent instant credibility to and ignited support for the effort. And with the introduction of House Concurrent Resolution 26 on March 19, 2015, the Commission is also engaging with Congress on fulfilling its role in the amendment process. Think of the Com-
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For example, this strict cash-flow-based “pay-as-you-go” spending limit will not be circumvented by inaccurate budget projections or delays in payments of amounts due (“rollovers”). Additionally, borrowing could not supply additional funds for spending beyond the constitutional limit because the definition of “debt” in Section 6 of the proposed amendment limits approved borrowing to proceeds from full faith and credit obligations. Finally, the definition of “total receipts” in Section 6 of the proposed amendment to which “total expenditures” are limited excludes “proceeds from [the federal government’s] issuance or incurrence of debt or any type of liability.” This ensures expenditures cannot be increased by raiding trust funds, sale-leaseback schemes, or even direct deposits into the U.S. Treasury of freshly printed fiat money; these actions would constitute excluded “proceeds from [the federal government’s] issuance or incurrence of debt or any type of liability.”

Third, by compelling spending impoundments when 98 percent of the debt limit is reached, the proposed amendment would ensure Washington is forced to reduce spending long before borrowing reaches its debt limit, preventing any default on obligations. Section 4 of the proposed amendment provides, in relevant part, “Whenever the outstanding debt exceeds 98 percent of the debt limit ... the President shall enforce said limit by publicly designating specific expenditures for impoundment in an amount sufficient to ensure outstanding debt shall not exceed the authorized debt.”

Here’s how it would work: Assuming the constitutional debt limit were $21 trillion, this provision would be triggered when borrowing reached $20.58 trillion, with about $420 billion in available borrowing left under the debt limit. At current yearly deficits ranging between $500 and $650 billion, the president would be required to start designating spending delays approximately seven to ten months before reaching the constitution-

**The Amendment in a Nutshell**

The Compact’s proposed amendment constitutionally codifies a five-point plan for fixing the national debt.

First, the amendment would ensure Washington cannot spend more than tax revenue brought in at any point in time, with the sole exception of borrowing under a fixed debt limit. Section 1 of the proposed amendment states, “Total outlays of the government of the United States shall not exceed total receipts of the government of the United States at any point in time unless the excess of outlays over receipts is financed exclusively by debt issued in strict conformity with this article.” By limiting federal spending to available cash on hand from taxes and authorized borrowing, rather than budget estimates, all known forms of fiscal gaming would be prevented.

Second, the amendment imposes a limit on the amount of federal debt. Section 2 of the proposed amendment states, in relevant part, “Outstanding debt shall not exceed authorized debt, which initially shall be an amount equal to 105 percent of the outstanding debt on the effective date of this article.” In other words, if there is $20 trillion of outstanding debt at the time of ratification, the federal government’s line of credit will be fixed initially at $21 trillion. The additional $1 trillion borrowing cushion would provide approximately 18 to 24 months of borrowing capacity based on current annual deficit rates ($500 to $650 billion per year). This cushion would give Congress a transition period during which to develop a proposal to address the national debt crisis.

All known forms of fiscal gaming are prevented.
al debt limit. This provision would start a serious fiscal discussion with plenty of time in which to develop a plan to fix the national debt.

It is important to underscore that the foregoing provision does not increase presidential power. It regulates presidential power by requiring the president to use his or her existing (or defacto) impoundment power, under the threat of impeachment, when borrowing reaches 98 percent of a constitutional debt limit – as opposed to waiting until the midnight hour. It also checks and balances the president’s ability to abuse the impoundment power by empowering simple majorities of Congress to override impoundments within 30 days without having to repeal the underlying appropriations, which is currently the only way Congress can respond to abusive presidential impoundments. Specifically, once the president puts proposed impoundments on the table, Section 4 provides, “Said impoundment shall become effective thirty (30) days thereafter, unless Congress first designates an alternate impoundment of the same or greater amount by concurrent resolution, which shall become immediately effective.”

With the proposed amendment in place, it would be easy to know who is responsible for any impoundment that is enforced. It will be either the president’s impoundments or Congress’s impoundments. And if neither the president nor Congress acts, spending will be limited to tax receipts as soon as the debt limit is reached, in effect resulting in an across-the-board sequester. The threat of a massive, automatic sequester resulting from inaction would give the president a strong incentive to designate and enforce the required impoundments. Congress otherwise would be all too happy to shift the blame for a disorderly across-the-board sequester to the president by invoking the provision of Section 4 that provides, “The failure of the President to designate or enforce the required impoundment is an impeachable misdemeanor.” Fourth, if new revenue streams are needed to avoid borrowing beyond the debt limit, the amendment would ensure all possible spending cuts are considered first. It does this by requiring abusive tax measures (new or increased sales or income taxes) to secure super-majority approval from each house of Congress. It reserves the current simple majority rule for new or increased taxes only for completely replacing the income tax with a non-VAT sales tax (“fair tax” reform), repealing existing taxation loopholes (“flat tax” reform), and increasing tariffs or fees (the Constitution’s original primary source of federal revenues). Any push for new revenue through these narrow channels would generate special-interest pushback, strongly incentivizing spending cuts before taxes are raised.

Fifth and finally, if borrowing beyond the debt limit proved truly necessary, the proposed amendment would end the absurdity of allowing a bankrupt debtor (Washington) to increase its credit unilaterally. Instead, the amendment would give the states and the people the power to impose outside oversight by requiring a majority of state legislatures to approve any increase in the federal debt limit within 60 days of a congressional proposal of a single-subject measure to that effect.

Specifically, Section 3 provides, “From time to time, Congress may increase authorized debt to an amount in excess of its initial amount set by Section 2 only if it first publicly refers to the legislatures of the several states an unconditional, single subject measure proposing the amount of such increase, in such form as provided by law, and the measure is thereafter publicly and unconditionally approved by a simple majority of the legislatures of the several states, in such form as provided respectively by state law; provided that no inducement requiring an expenditure or tax levy shall be demanded, offered or
Using the time-tested idea of dividing power between the states and the federal government, and balancing ambition against ambition, requiring a referendum of the states on any increase in a fixed constitutional debt limit would minimize the abusive use of debt compared to the status quo. It would become substantially more difficult to increase debt if both Congress and simple majorities of the states were necessary to do so. Two hurdles are better than one. The fact that states rely on federal funding does not mean debt spending would increase relative to the status quo, because states are far less dependent on federal borrowing than the federal government itself is. Moreover, any quid pro quo trade of debt approval for appropriations would prevent any increase in the debt limit from having legal effect and would render void any debt thereby incurred.

By requiring a nationwide debate in 50 state capitols over any increase in the constitutional debt limit it establishes, the proposed amendment would shine more light on national debt policy and give the American people a greater chance to stop needless increases in the debt limit. And by requiring state approval within 60 days, the proposed amendment establishes a strong default position disfavoring any increase in the federal debt limit.

It is important to underscore that the proposed amendment does not include any emergency spending or borrowing loopholes because of the flexibility made possible through this state referendum process. Congress is a debt addict and cannot be trusted with the sole power to decide whether an emergency or war justifies taking on additional debt. Once the Compact’s balanced budget amendment is in place, all Congress would need to do is pay down its debt during good times, and it would enjoy a huge line of credit that could cover any war or emergency. If additional borrowing beyond the initial debt limit were somehow truly necessary, there would be plenty of time for Congress to ask the states to approve an increase in the debt limit. Current tax cash flow is adequate to allow for dramatic increases in discrete spending priorities; by redirecting available funds, Congress could double or even triple current military expenditures without additional borrowing.

A sudden demand for emergency expenditures thus could be handled through the temporary reallocation of existing cash flows while a longer-term borrowing proposal is submitted for consideration by a majority of state legislatures. If Congress ultimately could not persuade 26 state legislatures to approve such additional borrowing, that should be reason enough to stop the proposed spending. A simple majority of state legislatures can be trusted to approve any truly necessary increase in the balanced budget amendment’s debt limit to handle legitimate war or emergency requests.

This powerful reform proposal, advanced by an interstate agency – the Compact Commission – is jump-starting fiscal discussions in Washington. It has been championed by conservative columnist George Will, but the amendment should have bipartisan appeal. Democrats and Republicans alike should recognize that if we want to preserve the federal spending that is truly necessary, the first thing we need to do is start treating
debt as a limited resource.

Imposing scarcity on debt conforms fiscal policy to the reality of limited resources, which is necessary to ensure that meaningful fiscal planning and prioritization take place such that the necessary borrowing capacity will exist when the states and the people actually need it. No state or person who hopes to receive any federal benefit will be in a better position if the government spends the nation over the fiscal cliff. If unsustainable borrowing crashes the system, there will be no more borrowing to fund desired programs.

With the formation of the Compact for a Balanced Budget and continued growth in membership among the states, April 2014 could go down in history as the month the states finally took charge of federal fiscal reform.

**Article V: The Next-Generation**

The Compact for a Balanced Budget uses an interstate agreement to simplify the state-originated Article V convention process. Ordinarily, without an interstate compact, the Article V convention process would require at least 100 legislative enactments, six independent legislative stages, and five or more years of legislative sessions to generate a constitutional amendment.

In particular, the non-compact Article V approach first requires two-thirds of the state legislatures to pass resolutions applying for a convention (34 enactments). Second, a majority of states must pass laws appointing and instructing delegates (26 enactments). Third, Congress must pass a resolution calling the convention. Fourth, the convention must meet and propose an amendment. Fifth, Congress must pass another resolution to select the mode of ratification (either by state legislature or in-state convention). And sixth, three-fourths of the states must pass legislative resolutions or successfully convene in-state conventions that ratify the amendment (at least 38 enactments).

By contrast, the compact approach to Article V consolidates everything states do in the Article V convention process into a single agreement among the states that is enacted once by three-fourths of the states. Everything Congress does is consolidated in a single concurrent resolution passed just once with simple majorities and no presidential presentment.

The Compact includes everything in the Article V amendment process from the application to the ultimate legislative ratification. The counterpart congressional resolution includes both the call for the convention and the selection of legislative ratification for the contemplated amendment.

The Compact is able to pack both the front and back ends of the Article V convention process into just two overarching legislative vehicles by using the “secret sauce” of conditional enactments. For example, using a conditional enactment, the “nested” Article V application contained in the Compact goes “live” only after three-fourths of the states join the compact (three-fourths, rather than two-thirds, is the threshold for activating the Article V application...
tion because the Compact is designed to start and complete the entire amendment process). The Compact also includes a nested legislative ratification of the contemplated balanced budget amendment, which goes live only if Congress selects ratification by state legislature rather than in-state convention.

Correspondingly, using conditional enactments, the nested call in the congressional counterpart resolution goes live only after three-fourths of the states join the Compact. Likewise, the nested selection of legislative ratification in the congressional resolution becomes effective only if, in fact, the contemplated amendment is proposed by the Article V convention organized by the Compact. By using an interstate agreement and conditional enactments to coordinate and simplify the state-originated Article V amendment process, the Compact approach to Article V reduces the number of necessary legislative enactments, stages, and sessions from 100+ enactments to 39 (38 states joining the compact, one congressional resolution), from six legislative stages to three (passage of compact, convention proposal of amendment, congressional passage of resolution), and from five or more session years to as few as one (the current target is three years).

In addition, like any well-drafted contract, the Compact approach eliminates all reasonable uncertainty about the process. It identifies and specifies the authority of the delegates from its member states. It specifies in advance all Article V convention ground rules, limiting the duration of the convention to 24 hours. It requires all member state delegates to vote to establish rules that limit the agenda to an up-or-down vote on a specific, pre-drafted balanced budget amendment. It disqualifies from participation any member state – and the vote of any member state or delegate – that deviates from that rule. It further bars all member states from ratifying any other amendment that might be generated by the convention.

Thus, from the vantage points of efficiency, public policy, and certainty, the Compact for a Balanced Budget is an upgrade from the non-compact approach to Article V – with one significant caveat. The requirement of such detailed and upfront agreement will probably work only for well-formed reform ideas that likely already command supermajority support among the states and the people. The list of such reform ideas is short, but sustained polling data across four decades undoubtedly put the Compact’s balanced budget amendment on that short list.

During the summer of 2012, Compact for America, Inc. commissioned a nationwide poll from one of the leading pollsters in the country, McLaughlin & Associates, to assess what policy reforms could command supermajority support from the American people and whether the Compact’s balanced budget amendment in particular was politically viable. McLaughlin concluded, “Six in ten voters favor a balanced budget amendment and at least 70% favor Compact for America’s specific and common sense proposals to rein in the federal deficit. Subsequent polling in Texas and Alabama by West-Third Group during the spring of 2015, further confirmed supermajority support for the specific policy components of the Compact for a Balanced Budget at between 60% to 68% of registered voters. These survey results demonstrate that the Compact has the potential to obtain broad support.”
One would expect all supporters of Article V – “Fivers,” they call themselves – to be rejoicing at this point. Indeed, many are, but some have criticized the Compact effort.

One argument is that the Compact for a Balanced Budget violates the text of Article V by avoiding a difficult, multi-staged, multigenerational amendment quest. This criticism generally focuses on the fact that the Compact includes pre-ratification of the amendment it contemplates. But this criticism is meritless.

Through the operation of conditional enactments, the Compact conforms strictly to the text of Article V. Furthermore, the “spirit” of Article V in no way requires states to originate amendments in an uncoordinated, multi-staged amendment process.

There is no textual conflict between Article V and the use of a conditional enactment to pre-ratify a desired amendment. The Compact’s pre-ratification is entirely contingent on Congress first effectively selecting legislative ratification of the contemplated amendment, which, in turn, presumes the prior proposal of the amendment. In other words, the pre-ratification will go live only in the precise sequence required by the text of Article V.

There is perhaps no more universally accepted legislative provision than the conditional enactment. Conditional enactments are common components of congressional legislation, including legislation approving interstate compacts, as well as within many existing interstate and federal-territorial compacts. The U.S. Supreme Court and courts in 45 states and territories have recognized the appropriateness of conditional enactments for a wide range of state and federal legislation, including state laws enacted contingent on the passage of new federal laws. As explained in one typical court decision, “[l]egislation, the effectiveness of which is conditioned upon the happening of a contingency, has generally been upheld.” Courts defer to “broad legislative discretion” when conditional enactments are used. Because a state’s authority over whether to apply for an Article V convention or whether to legislatively ratify an amendment is as plenary as any other form of legislation, case law sustains the use of a conditional enactment in connection with Article V applications and ratifications.

Moreover, the “spirit” of Article V is not somehow violated by coordinating and consolidating the amendment process in such a way that the states applying for a convention also agree to ratify a desired amendment. To the contrary, there is strong evidence that the Founders expected the states would do just that. In rebuttal of Patrick Henry’s lengthy oration at the Virginia ratification convention that it was too difficult for the states to use Article V, George Nicholas responded, “It is natural to conclude that those States who will apply for calling the Convention, will concur in the ratification of the proposed amendments” (emphasis added). Nicholas clearly anticipated that states would coordinate their use of Article V from beginning to end. The Founders never said the states had to apply for a convention without having any specific amendments in mind and without coordinating the ratification of those amendments. They never “sold” ratification of the Constitution on the basis that the Article V convention was a mysterious, autonomous body that no one – not even the states – controlled outside of the convention. The Founders never would have succeeded with such absurdly unpersuasive arguments against opponents of ratification, such as Patrick Henry, who railed against the usefulness of the Article V
consent of Congress

Another common objection is that the Compact approach is defective because Article I, Section 10, of the U.S. Constitution provides that states may not enter into compacts without the “consent” of Congress. There is no question the Compact approach requires some form of congressional consent for the convention to be called and for legislative ratification to be selected, but such consent need not be express and it need not come in advance of the formation of an interstate compact.

The Supreme Court has held for nearly 200 years that congressional consent to interstate compacts can be given expressly or implicitly, either before or after the underlying agreement is reached. Moreover, under equally longstanding precedent, a binding interstate compact can be constitutionally formed without congressional consent so long as the compact does not infringe on the federal government’s delegated powers.

Nothing in the Compact for a Balanced Budget infringes on any federally delegated power.

These representations formed the basis of the public understanding of the Constitution as it was ratified. If anything, the targeted, streamlined, coordinated Compact approach to Article V is more consistent with the actual spirit of Article V as described by advocates of ratification than the multi-staged legislative obstacle course necessitated by a non-compact approach to Article V.

Consent of Congress

Another common objection is that the Compact approach is defective because Article I, Section 10, of the U.S. Constitution provides that states may not enter into compacts without the “consent” of Congress. There is no question the Compact approach requires some form of congressional consent for the convention to be called and for legislative ratification to be selected, but such consent need not be express and it need not come in advance of the formation of an interstate compact.

The Supreme Court has held for nearly 200 years that congressional consent to interstate compacts can be given expressly or implicitly, either before or after the underlying agreement is reached. Moreover, under equally longstanding precedent, a binding interstate compact can be constitutionally formed without congressional consent so long as the compact does not infringe on the federal government’s delegated powers.

Nothing in the Compact for a Balanced Budget infringes on any federally delegated power, because conditional enactments and express provisions ensure all requisite congressional action in the Article V amendment process would be secured before any compact provision predicated on such action became operative. For example, no member state or delegate appointed by the Compact can participate in the convention it seeks to organize before Congress calls the convention in accordance with the Compact. Similarly, as discussed above, the pre-ratification of the contemplated balanced budget amendment goes live only if Congress effectively selects legislative ratification. Thus no provision of the Compact in any way invokes or implicates any power textually conferred on Congress by Article V unless implied consent is first received from Congress exercising its call and ratification refer-
ral power in conformity with the Compact.

Although it is true that the Compact Commission will operate immediately upon the membership of two states, that changes nothing in this regard. The Compact Commission serves as a unified platform for securing congressional cooperation in originating constitutional amendments by way of an Article V convention. A compact does not infringe on federal power necessitating prior congressional consent merely because it provides “strength in numbers” among the states for a more effective federal educational or lobbying campaign.60

To claim the Compact infringes on powers delegated to the federal government, one would have to demonstrate that the federal government has the exclusive power to direct and control an Article V convention by way of setting the convention agenda and delegate instructions. But there is no evidence that anyone during the Founding era or immediately thereafter – whether Federalist or Anti-Federalist – thought the Article V convention process was meant to be controlled exclusively by Congress in these crucial respects.

The Application Was Meant to Specify the Amendment

All of the available founding-era evidence shows it was the understanding of the framers and ratifiers that the states would target the Article V convention process to desired amendments, which implies state control over the convention agenda and delegates.

For example, on January 23, 1788, Federalist No. 43 was published with James Madison’s attributed observation that Article V “equally enables the general and the State governments to originate the amendment of errors, as they may be pointed out by the experience on one side, or on the other.”61 Similarly, George Washington wrote on April 25, 1788, “it should be remembered that a constitutional door is open for such amendments as shall be thought necessary by nine States.”62

On June 6, 1788, as discussed above, George Nicholas reiterated the same points at the Virginia ratification convention, observing that state legislatures may apply for an Article V convention confined to a “few points.”63 This understanding of Article V was further confirmed by the last of the Federalist Papers, Federalist No. 85, in which Alexander Hamilton concluded, “We may safely rely on the disposition of the State legislatures to erect barriers against the encroachments of the national authority” by using their amendment power under Article V.64 Because Congress selects the mode of ratification, we know that Hamilton was speaking of the targeting of Article V applications originated by state legislatures, not state legislative ratification, as the source of such barriers to national encroachments.

At the time of the Constitution’s framing, the word “application” was a legal term of art that described a written means of petitioning a court for specific relief. The historical record of “applications” to the Continental Congress confirms this meaning extended to legislative bodies as well, with applications being addressed to Congress by various states with very specific requests on a regular basis.65 The contemporaneous usage of “application” thus naturally supports the conclusion that state legislatures had the power to apply for an Article V convention with a specific agenda. Moreover, the usual and customary practice in response to specific applications was either to grant what was requested or to deny them.66 Given Congress’s obligation to call a convention for proposing amendments in response to the requisite number of applications, any convention called in response to applications of state legislatures seeking a convention with a specific agenda is – and was67 – naturally understood as adopting that agenda.

Consistent with this understanding of the specific agenda-setting power of an Article V application, Hamilton wrote in Federalist No. 85, “If, on the contrary, the Constitution proposed should once be ratified by all the States as it stands, alterations...
in it may at any time be effected by nine States” (emphasis added). The reference to alterations being “effected by nine States” was in regard to what would be put into effect by the application of two-thirds of the states for an Article V convention; nine states being two-thirds of the original 13. That Hamilton intended to convey that the application itself would specify the desired “alteration” is evident in the immediately following sentence: “Here, then, the chances are as thirteen to nine in favor of subsequent amendment, rather than of the original adoption of an entire system.”

Significantly, Hamilton footnoted the number “nine,” explaining: “It may rather be said TEN, for though two thirds may set on foot the measure, three fourths must ratify.” The colorful phrase that “two thirds may set on foot the measure” clearly indicates the ultimately ratified amendment (“the measure”) would be specified initially by the application of “two thirds” of the state legislatures. This understanding is further established later in Federalist No. 85, where Hamilton observes, “Nor however difficult it may be supposed to unite two thirds or three fourths of the State legislatures, in amendments which may affect local interests, can there be any room to apprehend any such difficulty in a union on points which are merely relative to the general liberty or security of the people.” Again, in referring to both the two-thirds threshold for an Article V application and the three-fourths threshold for ratification, Hamilton clearly contemplated that the states would “unite” on the same “amendments,” further illustrating his expectation that the prompting application would advance the very amendments that would be ultimately ratified.

Hamilton was not alone in his understanding of how applications would unite the states in advancing one or more particular amendments. Ten years later, during 1799, James Madison’s Report on the Virginia Resolutions observed the states could organize an Article V convention for the “object” of declaring the Alien and Sedition Acts unconstitutional.68 After highlighting that “Legislatures of the States have a right also to originate amendments to the Constitution, by a concurrence of two-thirds of the whole number, in applications to Congress for the purpose,” Madison wrote the states could ask their senators not only to propose an “explanatory amendment” clarifying that the Alien and Sedition Acts were unconstitutional, but also that two-thirds of the legislatures of the states “might, by an application to Congress, have obtained a Convention for the same object.”

As illustrated by Madison’s Report on the Virginia Resolutions, no one in the founding era thought the states were somehow preempted or otherwise disabled by Article V from setting the agenda of the convention for proposing amendments and securing desired amendments through the convention. An Article V convention obviously was not regarded as an autonomous body following an agenda and populated by delegates selected by Congress. An Article V convention was meant to bypass Congress and deliver the amendments desired by the states, as specified in their application. It is only logical to conclude the states have the authority to determine who will represent them at the convention, how they will represent them, how they will run the convention, what they will propose, and how the states will respond to those proposals.

This basic principle further reinforces the conclusion that the Compact for a Balanced Budget does not infringe on any power delegated to the federal government by fully occupying the space of convention logistics. Hence there is no need for congressional consent for the Compact to be validly formed, although such consent is unavoidably necessary before the Compact’s contemplated convention call and ratification referral can be effective.
Presidential Presentment Not Necessary

Another concern occasionally expressed about the Compact is that the counterpart congressional concurrent resolution, which gives implied consent to the Compact by calling the convention and preselecting legislative ratification in accordance with its terms, would require presidential presentment, as do ordinary bills.\(^69\) However, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled in \textit{Hollingsworth v. Virginia} that Congress’s role in the Article V amendment process does not implicate presidential presentment.\(^70\) Although this ruling was applied specifically to the congressional proposal of amendments, there is every reason to conclude that Congress’s convention call duty and ratification referral power would be treated the same way, even if exercised by way of a resolution giving implied consent to an interstate compact.

Even more so than the congressional proposal of amendments in \textit{Hollingsworth}, Congress’s call duty and ratification referral power under Article V are purely ministerial, procedural powers of the sort not ordinarily subject to presidential presentment. The contemplated concurrent resolution’s exercise of Congress’s Article V call duty and ratification referral power is similar in legal effect to the direct proposal of constitutional amendments. In both cases, Congress is merely channeling a legislative proposal for further action by other bodies – it is not, itself, making federal law.

If anything, the convention call component of the contemplated resolution has an even more attenuated relationship to lawmaking than does the direct congressional proposal of amendments. This is because, strictly speaking, the duty to call a convention is not a legislative or quasi-legislative power at all. It is a mandate on Congress to act ministerially when a certain threshold is reached. Further, any convention call would precede both the convention’s proposal of an amendment (which is not guaranteed) and the ultimate ratification referral. Even if it were analogized to the exercise of a quasi-legislative power, the fulfillment of the call duty is far more like an exercise of the rulemaking power conferred by the Constitution exclusively upon each house of Congress,\(^71\) to which presidential presentment clearly does not apply, than it is like ordinary lawmaking.

A different conclusion is not warranted by the fact that a concurrent resolution effectuating the Compact could be construed as giving implied congressional consent to the Compact. There is no textual difference between the role of the president in regard to the Compact Clause (Article I, Section 10, of the U.S. Constitution) and the role of the president in regard to the congressional proposal of amendments under Article V. In both provisions, the text of the Constitution articulates no role for the president whatsoever. Where the Constitution is silent, as here, the Supreme Court has ruled that presidential presentment applies only to congressional actions that are equivalent to ordinary lawmaking.\(^72\)

In substance, the contemplated congressional resolution is no more like ordinary lawmaking than is the direct congressional proposal of amendments under Article V. Although congressional consent has been regarded as rendering an interstate compact the functional equivalent of federal law, this doctrine has been applied only in the context of such consent being furnished by federal statute.\(^73\) In the absence of consent being furnished by statute, the legal effect of any such consent consists entirely of yielding to member states’ own underlying sovereign power,\(^74\) to which presidential presentment obviously does not apply. Thus, even more than the direct congressional proposal of amendments, which is meant to facilitate subsequent legislative action, the contemplated counterpart congressional resolution does not imply legislative action that is equivalent to ordinary lawmaking by fulfilling the congressional call duty and exercising ratification referral powers. Therefore, its passage does not require presidential presentment.
Status of Existing Article V Applications

The last few criticisms of the Compact for a Balanced Budget come from Lew Uhler, a key member of the Reagan-Friedman drive for a balanced budget amendment in the 1970s and ‘80s.

Uhler criticizes the Compact for a Balanced Budget for starting the Article V application process from scratch and failing to aggregate 23 (or 27) existing Article V applications that seek a balanced budget amendment convention.75 But the claim that 23 or 27 applications exist that can be aggregated to trigger a convention call cannot be sustained if one takes the Founders at their word that the Article V convention process was meant to allow the states to obtain the amendments they desired.

Only a handful of the supposed 23 or 27 Article V applications actually call for the same convention agenda. The remaining applications are a grab-bag of resolutions that differ in significant respects. For example, an application from Mississippi, passed in 1979, very clearly seeks a convention agenda that would consider only one specific amendment proposal – and the text of that amendment is even specified in the application.76 If a convention were to be organized in accordance with the intent the respective states express, it is difficult to see how this application could be viewed as capable of being aggregated with applications that request the calling of a convention that could consider a broader array of balanced budget amendment proposals.

The same problem crops up with aggregating the applications that specifically call for a balanced budget amendment convention with a wide variety of emergency spending exceptions.77 It is unlikely those states intended for their applications to be aggregated with others that have no such exceptions and thereby risk Congress calling a convention with an agenda that would include the possible proposal of a balanced budget amendment without exceptions.78 A similar problem arises with the applications that coyly apply for a balanced budget amendment convention “alternatively” to Congress proposing such an amendment but without imposing on Congress a deadline to act.79 It is unclear whether those applications will ever go or stay “live” because Congress could propose a balanced budget amendment at any time and thereby render them inactive.

In view of these substantive differences, the assertion that Congress must aggregate the 23 or 27 current Article V applications essentially proclaims for Congress the power to mix and match applications that neither activate on the same terms nor seek the same convention agenda. Uhler appears to be arguing that the aggregation of applications would be based on Congress’s sole and discretionary judgment that they are “close enough.” But ascribing such discretion to Congress is contrary to the text of Article V, which references “Application” in the singular, implying that two-thirds of the state legislatures would be advancing and concurring in the same application. It is also contrary to the text and context of Article V that indicates Congress “shall call” the convention.

In view of such mandatory language, Hamilton observed in Federalist No. 85 that “whenever nine States concur” in an application, Congress’s role in calling a convention would be “peremptory” because “[n]othing in this particular is left to the discretion of that body.” Thus, according to Hamilton, Congress’s mandatory duty to call a convention would be triggered upon receiving an application that had received the concurrence of two-thirds of the states. It seems rather inconsistent with Congress’s envisioned peremptory, non-discretionary role to claim, as does Uhler, that its duty to call a convention nevertheless could be
triggered by a grab-bag of different Article V applications, not one of which actually received the concurrence of two-thirds of the states. If anything, the ministerial nature of Congress’s envisioned role in the Article V process would seem to preclude exercising the kind of discretion be needed to determine whether facially different applications were “close enough” to be aggregated. Thus, Congress might rightfully balk at aggregating different Article V applications.

Even if Congress played along with the grab-bag approach to Article V, a successful aggregation of applications that do not seek the same convention agenda on the same terms would be a disaster for the wider Article V movement. It would set a precedent that Congress is entitled to cobble together applications to produce a convention agenda never actually agreed upon by the state applicants. In other words, Congress would be empowered to call a convention with an agenda largely determined by Congress. That would tend to consolidate all amendment power in Congress, rather than allowing the states to have a parallel means of obtaining the amendments they desire – hardly what Fivers or originalists should want from the process.

Getting to a convention should not be an end in itself, and any effort that relies upon aggregating distinct or mutually exclusive Article V applications is short-sighted.

**Restrictions on the Convention**

Uhler also contends the Compact for a Balanced Budget deviates from constitutional requirements by pre-committing member state delegates to voting up or down on the proposal of a specific balanced budget amendment.

In response, it should first be observed that the legislature of each member state has full deliberative authority to enact, amend, or refuse to enact the Compact, including the Article V application, the contemplated balanced budget amendment, and prospective ratification contained therein. The delegates to the convention organized by the Compact also have full deliberative authority to propose or reject proposing the constitutional amendment the Compact contemplates. Legislative deliberation does not intrinsically require more than this; state legislatures, for example, have long entertained special sessions limited to considering or reconsidering specific bills or laws – essentially an up-or-down vote – without anyone questioning the existence of legislative deliberation in doing so. In addition, Article V’s ratification convention process recognizes there is nothing about legislative deliberation in the context of a “convention” that requires more than an up-or-down vote on a specific amendment proposal.80

Nothing in the history or text of Article V requires states to organize a “black box” amendment-drafting convention. No Founder ever expressed the distinctly modern view that the states must first organize an Article V convention to find out what constitutional amendments it might propose. To the contrary, as discussed above, George Washington, James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton all suggested the states’ power to obtain desired amendments through the Article V convention process would be equal to that of Congress to propose desired amendments. These representations, if taken as true, imply the Article V convention was meant to be an instrument of the states that could be directed by the states to proposing specific amendments, not an independent agency with a mysterious constitutional reform agenda of its own.81 Hamilton expressly distinguished the Article V amendment process from the sort of secretive, wide-ranging legislative deliberation that characterized the Philadelphia Convention.

In Federalist No. 85, Hamilton wrote, “But every amendment to the Constitution, if once established, would be a single proposition, and might be brought forward singly. There would then be no necessity for management or compromise, in relation to any other point[;] no giving nor taking. The will of
the requisite number would at once bring the matter to a decisive issue.” Significantly, Hamilton made the foregoing representation with regard to “every amendment,” logically including those brought forward by the states through an Article V convention, which implies that an Article V convention could be limited to an up-or-down vote on proposing a single amendment.

Furthermore, the Founders’ expectation that the states would direct the convention to propose desired amendments is entirely consistent with the rationale given for the insertion of the convention mode of proposing amendments in Article V. As reported in The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, the original language of Article V as proposed by James Madison would have required Congress to propose amendments on application of two-thirds of the legislatures of the several states. To the modern eye, this original formulation would seem to be a more direct route for the states to obtain desired amendments. Nevertheless, on September 15, 1787, George Mason objected to this formulation because it made the proposal of amendments desired by the states entirely dependent upon Congress, and he feared Congress would not propose amendments that would limit its own power. To address Mason’s objection, the congressional proposal of amendments on application of two-thirds of the state legislatures was replaced with the convention mode of proposing amendments, which Congress would call upon application of two-thirds of the legislatures of the several states. Notably, nothing in this drafting history indicates that the application would cease specifying the amendments to propose, even though a convention would be doing the proposing rather than Congress.

In short, the convention mode of proposing amendments was explicitly adopted in order to better guarantee that the states could obtain the proposal of desired amendments specified in their application. This rationale is inconsistent with the notion that an Article V convention was meant to be a freewheeling, independently deliberative body. However ironic that rationale may look to modern eyes, it makes perfect sense in light of the technological limitations of the eighteenth century. At the time, communications would take days, weeks, or months to travel from state capitol to state capitol, traveling by horse rather than by telegraph, telephone, or email. Ensuring the states all convened at a central location through their own representatives to propose desired amendments was simply a practical necessity to ensure unity and control over what was proposed.

Given the technological limitations of the eighteenth century, Mason’s preferred formulation of Article V not only ensured state control over the proposal of amendments, it streamlined the amendment process. The states would have had to first organize an informal convention to reach consensus on their desired amendments before delivering conforming applications to Congress. Because an informal convention was a practical predicate to states making use of Madison’s originally proposed amendment process, Mason’s preferred formulation of Article V, which instead allows a formal convention of the states to propose amendments directly, sidestepped the additional hurdle imposed by Madison’s original idea of requiring the states to apply to Congress to propose amendments. There is nothing in the text or history of Article V that suggests the convention mode of proposing amendments precludes states from setting a strict agenda of voting up or down on the proposal of a specific amendment.

Uhler’s criticism of the Compact’s laser-focused approach to advancing a specific balanced budget amendment also fails to account for the mechanism by which the Compact requires an up-
violated their lawful authority in the course of the Philadelphia Convention, that would not in any way legitimize their conduct or define the authority of delegates to an Article V convention. It is a complete non sequitur to argue that because the delegates violated their authority at the Philadelphia Convention, all future delegates at all future conventions under Article V have the right and authority to disregard their state authority. 89

Under ordinary principles of agency law, states, as the “masters,” naturally would have every right and power to circumscribe the authority of their delegates, as their “servants,” as tightly as they wish. Consequently, the Compact’s strict delegate instructions and limitations on delegate authority are entirely consistent with relevant law, custom, and practice.

Accordingly, the limited agenda contemplated by the Compact should win the day if for no other reason than that a supermajority of delegates from member states will form a quorum at the convention and do exactly what they are authorized and instructed to do – namely, vote to establish rules that restrict the convention to an up-or-down vote on the contemplated balanced budget amendment within 24 hours. If they do not, the Compact ensures they immediately lose all legal authority to act for their respective states and are automatically recalled.

This last point underscores the superiority of the Compact approach for advancing and ratifying a powerful balanced budget amendment. Without an agreement in advance among the states structuring the procedure and substance of an Article V convention, you have no idea what you are going to get, if anything, from the incredibly difficult process of organizing such a convention. With a compact, you have as much certainty in the process as politics can afford. But even more importantly, a compact provides a plausible vehicle for co-opting Congress before it can use its powerful political leverage to disrupt the movement, which is discussed below.
Countering Congressional Leverage

As the Congressional Research Service recently noted, Congress has never regarded its role in Article V as purely ministerial. Analyst Thomas Neale has observed that Congress “has traditionally asserted broad and substantive authority over the full range of the Article V Convention’s procedural and institutional aspects from start to finish.” Congress repeatedly has introduced bills that purport to give it a substantial role in delegate selection, convention rules, and even setting or enforcing the convention agenda. All of these efforts are unconstitutional in view of the public understanding of the purpose of Article V discussed above, but they nevertheless pose a real and substantial political and litigation risk that Congress could assume control over any Article V convention.

The hurdle of requiring ratification from three-fourths of the states is not a perfect defense against such an ultra vires “congressional convention,” because just over 10 percent of constitutional amendments (for example, the 16th Amendment (income tax), 17th Amendment (popular election of senators), and 18th Amendment (Prohibition)) have been contrary to limited-government principles, and they were still ratified. Furthermore, even if Congress called a convention with no federal strings attached on the front end, there is no guarantee Congress would not set an impossibly short ratification sunset date for any proposal it disliked on the back end.

In short, whether Fivers like it or not, Congress has significant leverage in the Article V amendment process. It is irresponsible to ignore this fact. Only a compact ensures that the states lead and Congress follows. By fully occupying all logistical spaces and then deliberately seeking to co-opt Congress at the states’ time of choosing – using the platform of a compact commission to unite the states and enable them to parley institution-to-institution – the compact approach minimizes the risk that Congress will abuse its leverage. This, in turn, enables the compact effort to neutralize the principal political and litigation risk to the Article V movement: the erroneous view that Congress, not the states, controls convention logistics in significant ways.

Conclusion: The Most Secure Process

Even if Congress took an uncharacteristic hands-off approach to the Article V convention process, a compact-organized Article V convention remains the superior approach for a balanced budget amendment.

The organization of a convention of indefinite duration populated by as-yet unidentified delegates governed by as-yet unidentified rules is as likely to produce deadlock or to generate something worthless as to engender something worthwhile. Even if an effective balanced budget amendment were proposed, the drafting-convention approach would require the subsequent step of ratification. And there is no guarantee that any amendment proposed by the convention would secure ratification from the requisite 38 states.

With the Compact for a Balanced Budget, by contrast, you know what you are going to get. The text of the contemplated balanced budget amendment is known in advance. The identities of convention delegates are known in advance. The convention agenda and rules are known in advance. The convention itself would be limited to 24 hours, ensuring the fiscal impact of the convention itself is minimal. The amendment would be ratified if approved by the convention, because the Compact pre-commits each member state to ratifying the contemplated amendment. Congress’s willingness to call the convention in accordance with the Compact would be known.
in advance, because the introduction of the requisite congressional resolution could be sought whenever the political stars align. (The conditional enactments utilized in the resolution would allow the resolution to lie dormant if sought early, and later activate.)

The Compact’s amendment payload would be worth the effort. Imposing a fixed constitutional debt limit, which requires a referendum of the states on any debt limit increase, would increase transparency and be far more likely to generate a balanced budget than the status quo of limitless debt spending.

With the Compact’s balanced budget amendment in place, Washington would no longer have the ability to set its own credit limit and write itself a blank check. The states would become an active board of directors charged with keeping an eye on our wayward federal CEO and staff. Debt would become scarce. Priorities would have to be set. Sustainable federal programs would have to become the norm. A broad national consensus — not midnight-hour panic — would have to support any further increases in the national debt.

Before this crucial reform can become a reality, 34 more states (at print) must join the Compact (to reach the ratification threshold of three-fourths of the states) and simple majorities of Congress must approve it. This can be done in as few as 12 months, because the Compact for a Balanced Budget consolidates everything states do in the constitutional amendment process into a single agreement among the states that is enacted once by each state, and everything Congress does in a single resolution passed once. This greatly simplifies the cumbersome amendment process outlined in Article V of the Constitution, which would otherwise take more than a hundred legislative actions — a process that no one, not even Ronald Reagan or Milton Friedman, has ever successfully navigated to its conclusion despite decades of trying.

Not only is the Compact’s payload worth the effort, the Compact approach is clearly a superior Article V vehicle for advancing and ratifying a balanced budget amendment.

It is time for Fivers to upgrade.
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